Nomination of Manfred Echter
for the Léon Biancotto Diploma
Glider Aerobatics cannot be imagined without him in the last
decades.
Manfred was born in a dark period, in 1940. Obviously, this
influenced him in many ways.
Firstly, in the insight that countries, that values, that
conviction must be defended, Manfred served in the German
Airforce, flying jets such as Fouga Magister, F84, F86, and
finally the F4 Phantom II.
Manfred left the air force with the rank of colonel.
Secondly, Manfred is deeply convinced that sports unites
people across borders, over iron curtains and political
systems. Especially today we might once realize that this was,
is and will be an essential task for us as sportsmen, and why
we need people like Manfred.
Beside his military carrier, Manfred enjoyed glider aerobatics in his free time, starting with Lo100,
Salto, and later certainly planes we use until now, such as Swift and Fox. As recent as 2021, with
more than 80 years, Manfred instructed pilots in aerobatics, and introduced them to the
singularities of the Fox. His last participation as a member of the German National Team was 1989.
Until 2019 he was active flying as a participant an the Swiss National Championship,
When Manfred started serving in FAI and CIVA, and over the decades he did, he exactly knew what
he was talking about. Because he did not just talk about… he did it.
A few positions he held in FAI and CIVA were:
o
o
o
o
o

German Delegate since mid-90s
Member of the Judging Committee
Member of the Glider Subcommittee
Chairman in Glider Subcommittee
Jury Member on several WGAC & WAGAC

As a member and president of international Jury on countless glider aerobatics competitions,
Manfred was a synonym for fairness and neutrality. Even as a compatriot, you knew there were no
goodies dispensed by Manfred. He had one bible: “the book”. This is the FAI Sporting Code Section
6 Part 2. Every protest, every complaint was strictly followed by these rules.
During all his years of work in CIVA, Manfred continuously analysed the aerobatics universe and
developed its environment. Loads of regulations we have today, bear his trademark.
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